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»This book is a great venture.  It is an ambitious task to tackle the fast pace change of the automotive 
industry with a perspective to the year 2020. The authors meet this objective in an outstanding way, 
Chapeau! The book is a treasure trove – not just for experts.«

Wolfgang Tiefensee  (MP and former Transport Minister in Germany from 2005 to 2009)

»This book convincingly demonstrates the strategic importance of an efficient and future-oriented 
financial service provider for every original equipment manufacturer – especially in the current 
competitive global automotive markett.« 

Georg Bauer, CEO, Financial Services, BMW Group
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The authors Jens Diehlmann and Joachim Häcker provide an outlook on
the future of the global automotive industry as well as its connection
with the financial services sector.The book was written with the 
assistance of Nikolaj de Lousanoff and uncovers the following issues:

• How does the future market look for the automotive manufacturers?
• What are the strategic steps auto manufacturers should take to 

position themselves for the future?
• What are some competing development scenarios for the industry? 
• What is the role of captive finance companies within automotive 

enterprises?
• What alternative business models should captive finance companies 

pursue in the future?
• What conclusions can be drawn from the takeover battle between 

Porsche and Volkswagen AG? 

»This book is aimed at executives in the Automotive, Banking and In-
surance industries, to employees of corporate Finance and Controlling
departments, as well anyone interested in automotive economics.« 

Jens Diehlmann 
is Partner at IBM 
Global Business 
Services, IBM Germany.

Jens Diehlmann | Joachim Häcker

NEU 2 mm nach unten und oben

Prof. Dr. Dr.
Joachim Häcker
is Professor at Munich
University,at the
University of Louisville
(United States) as well
as Director of the
German Institute of
Corporate Finance.
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• Strategies: Original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) – Quo vadis?

• Porsche and Volkswagen: The chronicle of a 
takeover battle

• Autobanks (Captive Finance Companies):
The future instrument of manufacturers


